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To Find Fabric and Patterns in this edition. 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric or Patterns. 

2.  Refer to specific Collections 

3.  Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 
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 LOES HINSE CARMEL SEWING SEMINARS 

2015 

October 2-6 and October 23-27  (full) 

2016 Dates 

March 4-8 and March 25-29 and October 7-11 and October 21-25 
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COMPARING TWO POPULAR PANT PATTERNS 

LOES HINSE PATTERNS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These two patterns are 

two of our best selling 

pant patterns. 

 

 

The Oxford has been 

around for awhile. 

 

The Ascona is                

relatively new.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

As mentioned before when comparing patterns, Loes is a designer approaching each 

and every one of her designs from an architectural point of view. We have also talked 

about her creating an illusion—how the design appears—how it will look on a body–

how it will look on various bodies.  

The Oxford Pant has a slimmer fit through the hips flowing out from hips to a fuller 

leg. While designing, Loes looked at what she wanted the end product to look like. The 

illusion of the Oxford is quite different from other of her fuller leg pants. Narrower at 

the top, the fabric flows from the hips to a wider circumference at hem creating a soft 

illusion requiring drapey fabric to acquire Loes’ intended design. 

Oxford 

    Loes Hinse Design  

 Ascona 

Loes Hinse Studio 
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Let’s take a closer look. 

 

 

The Oxford Pant has been around for awhile and has been a very popular pattern. The 

Oxford pant has a slim fit at the top tapering from the hip to a fuller leg. It also fea-

tures 1” elastic waistband and back darts. The waistline is intended to sit at the waist. 

The Ascona Pant is a newer pant pattern. With a design quite different from the Oxford, 

it has a slim appearance with its narrow leg tapering to the hem. It features 1” elastic 

waistband and back darts. The elastic waistband is designed to sit below the waist at 

the hips where the body is a tad wider. Therefore, Loes recommends a longer length of 

waistband elastic. The pattern features a full length as well as cropped length pant. If 

preferred to have a traditional waistband at the waist, you can add length at the top of 

pattern.  

 

Both have Loes’ traditional 3/8” seam allowance. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ascona Pant is outlined in red. The 

Oxford is outlined in dark green. 

 

This photo clearly indicates the differ-

ence in width of pant legs. 
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This photo shows the 1” height    

difference at waist. 

Also apparent is a slight differ-

ence at front and sides. 

 

 

           

 

 

      Difference at front crotch.  

 

 Difference at             

back crotch. 

 

The crotch on the Ascona is a tad deeper as seen at the crotch curve in photo This is 

especially good for those who “scoop out” the back crotch. This “scooping out” is a 

recommendation Loes often gives when more room is need at center back and in the 

crotch. 

The Ascona may seem a bit more “sporty” and conforms more to a narrow leg look. 

The Ascona cropped pants are great for warmer weather. 

The Oxford is a more drapey appearing pant and lends itself to a wide variety of 

looks. It can go sporty or dressy and is a wonderful classic pant! 
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SHIPPING OPTIONS  

   

USPS First Class (13 oz or less) 

USPS First Class Parcel (more than 13 oz.) 

If an order weights 13 or less oz, 1st class is the 

cheaper option. If it is less than 2 or 3 lbs or more, 

Priority is often cheaper.  

For larger orders, we find Priority is more often 

cheaper choice. (Flat rate boxes are great!) .  

 

FEDEX—only in the US 

 

INTERNATIONAL MAIL—only USPS 

Often usually depending on size, there is an 

option for international—1st t class or      Prior-

ity.  

 

 

 

Confusion when ordering fabric... 

When ordering fabric, you order fabric 

in yards or fractions of yards. 

When you see your order emailed to 

you, the yards have been transferred to 

another number which probably makes 

NO sense!  

That number represents 1/8’s of a yard. 

The shipping is calculated on that num-

ber.  Otherwise, it would not be possi-

ble to order fractions of a yard.  

Example:    1 1/2 yds. = 12  1/8’s 

As they say…. It is the way it is!  

 

 

This summer, Casual 

Elegance will be ship-

ping Monday, Wednes-

day, and Thursday.  As 

always, we will attempt 

to get orders processed 

and shipped as soon as 

possible. 

 

We will send swatches—up to 5 

at no charge. Email your re-

quest. Depending on how busy 

we are when a request is re-

ceived, the swatches may be 

delayed a day or so. Orders are 

first priority. 

INFORMATION  
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You have asked for it … Cropped pant length  

   

  

You have asked for it … adding a zipper to pants  

Regarding cropped pant length 

Many have asked, how long should cropped pants be. 

 Loes’ recommendation:    

 1” above ankles. But you need to use a length that is right for your body. 

When making a hem on the cropped pants, fold pattern back and retrace side cut lines 

where hem is placed. Hem needs to be nearly as wide as the outer leg so it will lay flat.  

 Bottom of pant  

Dotted line is top of original hem 

folded under. 

New hem shape. 

 

 

Regarding adding a zipper to the Oxford Pants and/or Hepburn Pants 

 

You will need the European Pant pattern’s front pattern piece as it has the zipper fly   

pattern piece to copy.  

 

The Hepburn Pant pattern has a zipper in the original pattern. However, we added          

instructions using an easier zipper insertion on that pattern. 

                               Disregard the black squares on the next page.                                                      

.                                         Those were fabric recommendations from way back then! 

Because the next two pages are copied from the original pdf document,                                       

somehow the print ended up small and blurry!                                          

You may need a magnifying glass!!   

 

Read on! 
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The Mediterranean Top 

Pattern with cuffs 

 

 

 

1. Add 6 1/2 “ at sleeve bottom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Just below elbow, taper out        

 increasing width of sleeve down 

 to bottom.  

3.  Zig or Serge bottom of sleeve. 

4.  Bring extension up and under outside of sleeve. Attach to sleeve  a tad above 

 original hem line.  Working on the inside of sleeve, machine stitch the extension to 

 the sleeve stitching just above original hemline. That stitching will fold up into the 

 sleeve. 

5.    Roll up cuff to desired length.  

OR… Make the sleeve longer and roll it up! 
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An addition to your summer wardrobe …  

 Our new “Grayed Shades of Olive & Ivory Textured Rayon Print” 

   Tank Dress Pattern using the top view. (Loes Hinse Design) 

Great with white/ivory  

 

Fabulous with our Palest Sage 

 Slightly Textured Rayon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Even that new black Aline    

 skirt featured in May! 

PLEASE NOTE:  

Prewash and dry this fabric prior to cutting and construction! I t does shrink 

both crosswise and lengthwise. You will need a little more fabric—at least 1/2 yd. The 

result is a nice stretchy fabric—almost like a knit. Easy to sew on.  

There are multiple shades of grayed olive as well as a greenish gray and ivory. The 

darker -about 5" wide - alternates with the - about 7" wide - lighter horizontal print.   

OR ...  A GREAT dress or skirt! 
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Pant Liners …                              

 a staple with Loes. 

 

“Do I need to line these 

 pants?” 

The answer is almost always … 

 NO! 

If you think you need a lining, 

 think about making a 

 pant liner. 

 

 Versatile.  

 Don’t ‘weigh’ down pants.  

 Wear with multiple         

      garments. 

 Loes has also been        

  suggesting a pant liner worn under skirts that have see-through! It  

  helps the skirt maintain its flowy appearance. 

 

 

 

 For a specific pair of pants, use the same pattern. 

 Make a TAD smaller. 

 Use lingerie elastic at waist. Don’t make the elastic too tight. 

 Hem so liner is just above hemline.  

 

 

Note: If planning to use one pant liner for multiple pants, use a pattern  

  smaller in width. 
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REVIEW can relate to many different things … studying for a test,          

renewing your driver’s license, doing your taxes, or just going back over 

things you have looked at once and now want a second look! 

Our first review … our creations sewn using the Barcelona Jacket Pattern—a VERY         

versatile pattern. It can be used for woven or knit fabric. And can be any length in-

cluding Loes’ new version appearing in the May,”The Look,” which is LONG. Again she 

made the LONG version using both woven and knit fabric.  

 

First, some of our favorites in shorter as well as finger length. 

 

Cream Cro-

chet Knit 

Fabric 

 

Gray Hopsack Woven Fabric 

Tan and Ivory Knit 

Ivory w/Blue 

Gray Knit 

Pale aqua and 

pink knit 
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Let’s review Loes’ new version of the      

  Barcelona … her LONG coat. 

 

Remember when          

lengthening the Barcelona 

to coat lengh, the sides need 

to be wider at the bottom. 

See May, 2015, edition of 

“The Look”                            

for more information. 

 

 

 

 

Navy 

Tencel 

Taupe Tencel 

Cream rayon knit 

Ivory Tencel or 

Ivory Linen 

Blend 
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Summer, for many of us, calls for less fabric on 

our arms! That translates to either short sleeves 

or tank tops.  

 

Here is our review of our tank tops made from 

fabric still available. 

 

Aqua striped knit or 

Grayed blue w/hint of aqua knit Dark red textured rayon 

Pale aqua and pink knit 

Ivory textured rayon blend 

Or Cream textured rayon 
Swirls rayon print 

Tan satin back 

rayon 
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Loes does NOT “do summer.” 

 

 

Not sure if it is because she lives on California’s 

central coast where “hot” temperatures are not 

that common or if her life in Holland never         

included hot temperatures.                                              

Some of us do live where it gets really hot! 

 

If you live in a hot climate and want/need tank tops or short sleeve tees,              

any of the fabrics below work very well for tanks and short sleeve tees. 

And pants … cropped or long to wear with those tanks or tees ... 

 

         tencel, tencel blends, linen blend, as well as the sage textured rayon 

 

       Ivory, Tan, Taupe, Pale Sage, Navy, Black …  they all work! 
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   you keep asking … we keep working … coming soon … 3 new patterns 

   

 

 

  Andalusian Jacket 

Madagascar  

Tank Top 

Rochelle 

Top  
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What Loes Hinse is ... Artist and Designer 

 

We love Loes Hinse’s patterns and her unique approach to style. It is a classic look that works 

for most people. It is easily adapted to various lifestyles and current trends. 

We have mentioned before, Loes’ designing techniques evolve from an architectural and geo-

metric point of view. She sees a geometric shape. That shape evolves into a creative garment 

idea. The evolution of that garment is a process extending over time—a little added here and 

there or taken away here or there. This process keeps changing until the finished product 

meets her specifications.  

Although noted for her classic approach to fashion, her designs change from time to time 

adapting to modern shapes and trends maintaining her classic signature look. 

 

What Loes Hinse is not … Sewing Instructor 

 

As mentioned before, Loes ‘s training and experience is in the garment industry including de-

sign and industrial garment construction techniques. This is very different from the home 

sewing industry.  

After many years involved in making garments for the entertainment industry as well as hav-

ing her own boutique in the Los Angeles area which focused on her designs, Loes moved up 

the California coast to the Carmel area. Moving up the coast and pursuing contacts, she be-

came involved in a business that offered sewing classes. When people saw her creations, 

they wanted to sew them for themselves. This resulted in her becoming involved in a sewing 

business where she could share her designs and industrial related techniques. Enter the 

home sewing market. Enter designing Textile Studio patterns. This included involvement in a 

partnership. A few years later after establishing a boutique in Carmel, she dissolved her Tex-

tile Studio affiliation.  She opened up a successful boutique in Carmel selling exclusively her 

own garment creations including garments and accessories. People continued to want her 

creations in pattern form. This was responsible for her launching Loes Hinse Design patterns. 

During this time, she also traveled to various locations around the country doing seminars. 

These seminars were not intended as ’how to sew’ venues, but rather presenting her tech-

iques, philosophy, and use of her Loes Hinse Design patterns.  

After a few years, the traveling aspect of her business became more than she wanted. Also, 

the internet became part of life, and she established a website selling her patterns and later 

for a period of time—her garments online.  

Although maintaining a business in Carmel selling only her ready made garments, she has 

continued to create patterns for the ‘home sewer.’ These sewing patterns are the result of 

her designs used in her garment business.   

After a period of time, she established and now continues her Loes Hinse Studio Patterns.  

Sometime during all of this, a working relationship with Sharon, owner of Casual Elegance, 

was established. After much discussion, it was decided to offer Sewing Seminars in Carmel. 

Again, enter ‘home sewers.’  
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It never has been the intention of the Carmel seminars to teach people how to sew. It is as-

sumed those attending have basic sewing skills. It is intended to introduce Loes’ approach to 

sewing which includes her techniques—industrial and those learned from her own experience 

and insight and her philosophy—color, fit, style, and putting together a wardrobe using her 

patterns.   

A highlight at the seminars is visiting her store (now called Loes Hinse Studio). There, at-

tendees see the finished results—garments constructed exclusively from Loes’ patterns and 

constructed using those quicker, industrial techniques. Those garments are a great example of 

what she presents at the seminars and in her patterns. Of course, trying on these garments is 

always a plus. In addition to trying on Loes’ designs, she is available with her evaluation per-

taining to an individual’s style, fit, and color. Enter Casual Elegance fabric, available at the 

seminar, which enables the attendees to quickly put into practice what they have seen and 

learned.  

All of this to say, Loes’ goal at seminars and for her pattern instructions is to introduce people 

not only to her designs but to more efficient and easier ways to sew. These techniques are dif-

ferent from the traditional ways of sewing. Habits based on traditional sewing can be hard to 

change. Establishing new habits is rewarding. 

 

 

 

 

Have a great summer! 

  

And don’t forget to incorporate into your wardrobe the ideas you 

see in this addition of The Look! 

©  2015    The Look is written and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 93921 

Carmel, CA  92921 

P    831.620.1060 

Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

 


